Usability is a fundamental quality characteristic for the success of an interactive system. It is a concept that includes a set of metrics and methods in order to obtain easy-to-learn and easy-to-use systems. Usability Evaluation Methods, UEM, are quite diverse; their application depends on variables such as costs, time availability, and human resources. A large number of UEM can be employed to assess interactive software systems, but questions arise when deciding which method and/or combination of methods gives more (relevant) information. We propose Collaborative Usability Evaluation Methods, CUEM, following the principles defined by the Collaboration Engineering. This paper analyzes a set of CUEM conducted on different interactive software systems. It proposes combinations of CUEM that provide more complete and comprehensive information about the usability of interactive software systems than those evaluation methods conducted independently.
Introduction
Currently, the increasingly common tendency is to work collaboratively among people to achieve a common goal. The work is organized into teams and each member interacts with the rest of the group for better productivity [1, 2] . By integrating aspects of collaborative work at a given process, the goal is not only to improve communication but also to achieve greater participation and commitment among members of a group working around a common activity, which leads to the better quality of the finished product [3] . Now, the number of interactive systems is continuously increasing. In this way, usability plays an important role, as the systems must enable users to achieve their goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction, always bearing in mind that such systems should be understandable and easy to use. Focusing on the context of design and evaluation of user interfaces, the usability evaluation process is not immune to this trend of working collaboratively. Historically, the discipline of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) recognizes the need for multidisciplinary teams that allow for a more appropriate assessment. Thus, with the aim of contributing to the traditionally defined process, the Methodology for the Development of Collaborative Processes [4] has been used to obtain Collaborative Usability Evaluation Methods (CUEM).
Chilana et al. [5] , Woolrych et al. [6] , and Hartson et al. [7] have analyzed and implemented several methods to evaluate usability satisfaction degree in different interactive systems. However, the detailed information about the process within these works, such as deliverables, requirements, and roles, is insufficiently defined. Thus, in [8] , the collaborative specification of a set of evaluation methods is proposed (and developed following the principles defined in the Collaboration Engineering [4] ). This provides a sequence of welldefined activities, collaborative processes (in which several people from different areas of expertise are involved, whom may be geographically distributed), deliverables, participants in the evaluation process, and specification of the communication process (using thinklets [9] ) between participants.
Advances in Human-Computer Interaction
This is to provide documentation on how to perform usability collaborative evaluations of interactive systems.
The collaboration between practitioners of usability during the evaluation process is of significant importance. The meeting of multiple evaluators in the identification and analysis of usability issues has proved useful in improving the rigor and reliability of the identification of issues [3] . That is, the collaborative work among evaluators increases the likelihood that the vast majority of real issues are found and the consistency in the analysis of results is improved. Also, the inclusion of collaborative work processes related to the usability evaluation can see some benefits, such as [3] obtaining results richer in content, identifying a greater number of usability issues, improving reliability and preventing biased results due to the perspective of a single person, and generating better proposals for redesign and quality assurance. In that sense, linking the application of the Usability Evaluation Methods (UEM) to several people with different expertise and experience proves to be considerably useful [10] .
The classical UEM, that allow measuring the implementation of this attribute in a certain system and under certain factors, are quite diverse [11] ; their realization depends on variables such as cost, availability of time, and human resources. Thus, the problem arises when deciding which of the existing UEM (inspection and/or test) or which combination of these is suitable for evaluating the usability of interactive systems, so that the greatest amount of relevant information can be obtained, considering reasonable times and obtaining important issues, among other factors. Thus, the research question is how to combine UEM to maximize the potential of identifying relevant information.
Given the above, this work focuses on the study of a set of CUEM on various interactive systems. The areas of application to be used as experimental basis are interactive digital television (iTV), transactional web, and mobile applications. Therefore, this paper presents some CUEM combinations proposed that could provide more complete information on the usability of interactive software systems than those evaluation methods conducted independently. The expectation is that such combinations can be also used to evaluate the usability of interactive systems in other application areas.
Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 describes the Methodology for the Development of Collaborative Processes. Section 4 presents the UEM and interactive systems under study. Section 5 describes the application of the CUEM in each of the application areas. Then, Section 6 presents the description of the metrics considered in Section 7, in which the results obtained from the application of the CUEM are analyzed. The CUEM combinations are presented in Section 8; then, Section 9 presents the evaluation of one of these. Finally, Section 10 presents some conclusions and future work.
Related Works
Ferré [12] foreground is that software development is increasing recognition of usability as a key factor for the success of software product. However, the UEM that allow us to achieve the desired level of usability in the software product are not regularly applied in an integrated manner in the development process. Software engineering and HCI have disparate approaches to software development, suggesting a major obstacle to the integration of evaluation methods in the overall development [12] . The author's proposal is to integrate UEM in the traditional development process. Thus, developers can know where they can fit activities and UEM in their development process. This research does not propose possible combinations of UEM and integrates collaborative processes in methods; however, it is an important reference for identifying that UEM are useful at different stages of the development cycle of software system (relevant aspect to propose combinations of UEM).
Otaiza et al. [13] have studied a set of UEM on transactional web applications, comparing its characteristics and generating a methodological evaluation proposal. This methodology consists of three combinations of UEM (inspection and testing), depending on the objectives of the evaluation. This research analyzes the importance of combining evaluation methods; however, it does not consider any aspect of Engineering Collaboration in the implementation of the methods. Similarly, other researchers such us Gray and Salzman [14] compare UEM, but these methods not include collaborative processes.
In [8] , the researcher has studied a set of UEM in the context of interactive television applications, in order to obtain evaluation methodological proposal. This research proposes combinations of CUEM, which have been designed collaboratively by following the Methodology for the Development of Collaborative Processes [4] . Such combinations were considered as a starting point in this paper. Additionally, this work has allowed preliminarily validating the methodology used in the collaborative design of evaluation methods.
Considering the state of the art system, there are few studies that review the evaluation of interactive software systems taking into account the combination of UEM that integrate collaborative processes. Related work supports the idea that integrating collaborative work in activities (which are part of the UEM) contributes to increased productivity in the implementation of methods, which can mean obtaining a greater amount of relevant information [3] .
Collaborative Design Evaluation Methods
The Methodology for the Development of Collaborative Processes [4] has been used to get the Collaborative Usability Evaluation Methods (CUEM) [8] . This methodology allows obtaining the collaborative specification of a process [4] , in this case, a usability evaluation method. The methodology is composed of the following phases [4] : task diagnosis, task assessment, activity decomposition, task thinklet match, design documentation, and design validation. The methodology allows generating and structuring collaborative processes from identifying recurrent tasks/activities and/or highlighting them. Thus, the specified activities collaboratively promote communication, coordination, and negotiation in order Advances in Human-Computer Interaction 3 to increase productivity while such activities are performed. The procedure in each phase is as follows.
Phase 1: Task Diagnosis. At this phase, a detailed description of the process (Usability Evaluation Methods) is made. The description includes information about deliverables, requirements, participants, and other relevant data about the process.
Phase 2: Task Assessment. The activities of the studied process are identified and sequenced.
Phase 3: Activity Decomposition. The activities that will be performed in a collaborative way are defined at this phase. One or more collaboration patterns are associated with each activity.
Phase 4: Task Thinklet Match. The relationships between thinklets and collaborative activities are defined at this phase. Identified thinklets should be adapted to resources, the group itself, and even the abilities of the people involved in the execution of the process.
Phase 5: Design Documentation. Based on the information gathered from the previous phases, the elements defined in the Collaboration Engineering are generated [4] : Facilitation Process Model (FPM) and Detailed Agenda. These documents present the information related to the designed collaborative process.
Phase 6: Design Validation. The collaborative process specification is validated. The methodology offers the following ways of validation [4] : pilot testing, walkthrough, simulation, and discussion with colleagues.
Usability Evaluation Methods and
Interactive Systems under Study
Selecting Evaluation Methods.
Since there are a number of methods to evaluate the usability of interactive systems, it is necessary to select a reduced set of methods to study. To do this, a doctoral work [12] has been used as reference, in which a total valuation of utility of the UEM has been performed, based on criteria such as applicability, need for training, representation, and contribution versus effort. Additionally, in the process of selecting the UEM, the strengths and weaknesses of different methods were considered, as well as experiences and recommendations in related research, such as [7, [14] [15] [16] . Thus, the selected UEM (of inspection and testing) are as follows:
(1) Heuristic evaluation: it is a usability engineering method for finding the usability problems in a user interface design so that they can be attended to as part of an iterative design process. Heuristic evaluation involves having a small set of evaluators who examine the interface and judge its compliance with recognized usability principles (the "heuristics") [17] . (2) Cognitive walkthrough: it is a usability evaluation method in which one or more evaluators work through a series of tasks and ask a set of questions from the perspective of the user. The focus of the cognitive walkthrough is on understanding the system's learnability for new users [18] .
(3) Formal experiments: these are controlled and measurable experiments with test users. Users perform the requested tasks on the system while the evaluators observed the interaction. All necessary information is stored for later analysis (video with the actions and reactions of the user). Thus, it is possible to perform statistical analysis of user actions, considering the time involved and error rate, among others [2] .
(4) Constructive interaction: in this method, two users interact together, discovering the characteristics of the system under evaluation, while they verbalize their impressions, like a conversation. Users establish a communication and natural interaction while discovering the system, not limited to a specific list of tasks [19] .
(5) Coaching method: in this method, the evaluator (or coach) guides the user in the "right direction while the system is used"; the user can ask the evaluator what he considers necessary and the evaluator must resolve doubts [2] .
(6) Interviews: in this method, a conversation between the evaluator and users of the interactive system is established. The interview does not study the user interface itself, but the user reviews this. The interview is conducted in order to obtain information about the users experience with the system, their impressions, preferences, and so forth [16] .
(7) Questionnaires: this is a set of questions about the system, which is given by the evaluator to users to obtain conclusions from their answers. The questionnaires try to obtain qualitative and quantitative information about the user experience [16] .
Once the UEM are selected under study, the Methodology for the Development of Collaborative Processes was used to obtain Collaborative Usability Evaluation Methods (CUEM). Some lessons learned from this process and the notation used in CUEM were already published in [20, 21] .
Selecting Interactive Systems as Case Studies.
In order to collect as much information related to the object of target application areas as possible, interactive systems (for each application area) were selected based on the following criteria: appropriateness of the system, availability, and representative tasks. Transactional Web. The selected transactional website is Booking.com (available at the following URL: http://www .booking.com/), which is a (final) system that offers hotel booking services and operates internationally. This system is available for free, is easily accessible, and provides an appropriate amount of functionality with a good level of navigability. Booking.com was selected because a hotel reservation transaction is a representative example, so the results of the evaluations could be generalized to other systems belonging to the transactional web area.
Interactive
Mobile Applications. The selected application is Dropbox in its free version for mobile devices, which corresponds to a Cloud Mobile application [22] . Dropbox is available in free and paid versions, each of which has varied options, it is of easy access and provides a number of features with a good level of navigability. Dropbox is a file storage system on the Internet for the purpose of performing a backup of them, plus they can be synchronized between multiple devices and shared with other people.
Application of the CUEM

Interactive Digital Television (iTV).
The application of CUEM (inspection and test) was subject to the following conditions:
(i) The evaluated iTV applications correspond to functional prototypes at an advanced stage of development.
(ii) The representative of the organization provided all the necessary information and was observant of the activities of the supervising evaluator. The representative of the organization and supervising evaluator are defined roles in the collaborative specification of the UEM.
(iii) In the CUEM, the group of evaluators basically consisted of researchers of different topics related to the field of usability and/or iTV.
(iv) Users who participated in the test methods are between 22 and 29 years, with medium/high experience in using information technologies and low experience using iTV applications.
(v) The methods of inspection and testing were performed at the Laboratory of iTV of the University of Cauca, which is easily accessible for the participants of this process. In addition, the laboratory offers optimal conditions (lighting and furniture) for conducting individual and group activities.
(vi) The person responsible for conducting the user testing was the supervising evaluator, so other evaluators did not participate in the process of observing the users' actions in the evaluated applications.
(vii) The user tests were recorded and then distributed to the evaluators, which helped in further analysis since no information is lost.
(viii) The hardware devices used in the tests were a 32-inch television, a remote control, and a STB (Set-Top-Box).
Inspection Methods.
The heuristic evaluation was performed by a set of 5 evaluators who inspected the interface design of applications based on a number of specific principles for iTV applications [23] . By using this method, 24 usability issues were detected. In general, the level of criticality of the issues is high, a number of issues (16 of 24) were rated, on average, with ratings higher than 6 (on a scale of 0 to 8), and 8 of the 24 issues detected were rated with grades under 6. This may have occurred because the evaluated applications are not completely finished; they are functional prototypes that are in an advanced stage of development. The cognitive walkthrough was also performed by a set of 5 evaluators who conducted a series of tasks in order to check whether the interfaces are suitable for users. This method uncovered 20 usability issues directly related to the ease of learning and use in the applications under study.
Test Methods.
In formal experiments, the list of tasks related to the characteristics under study was prepared based on the critical issues identified in the heuristic evaluation. Questionnaires were performed after carrying out the formal experiments. With the application of the questionnaires, no usability issues were identified; however, a number of statistical calculations were obtained based on user responses, related to their subjective satisfaction. The questionnaires allowed obtaining very encouraging results regarding the subjective satisfaction of users with the evaluated iTV applications. The averages do not exceed grade 4 (on a scale of 1 to 5), so it may be said that, in general, users were dissatisfied with the control over the applications.
In the constructive interaction, pairs of users freely explored iTV applications while exchanging their impressions out loud. Due to the nature of the method, 6 interactions were performed. Interviews were conducted after the constructive interactions, in order to obtain information on their perception of various aspects of the iTV applications. From the results of the interviews, it can be stated that the users considered the interaction with the applications to be unfriendly. The insufficient information available and poor navigation throughout the applications were the issues identified in the heuristic evaluation, and that the interviews later confirmed. Finally, the coaching method was performed in which users were led (with use of a preset scenario) while performing a number of tasks. Table 1 presents a summary of the application of the CUEM in the iTV area. 
Transactional Web.
The application of the CUEM was subject to the following conditions:
(i) The evaluated transactional website corresponds to a final system.
(ii) The role of representative of the organization was assumed by one of the authors of this paper.
(iii) The heuristics used as defined in [24] are specific to evaluating transactional web applications.
(iv) Inspection methods were conducted in the workplace of the evaluators since these were distributed geographically.
(v) Users who participated in the test methods have the following profile: skills in the use of information technologies, low experience in using backup systems, and aged 21 to 29 years.
(vi) The place where the tests were performed (Universidad del Cauca) is easily accessible to users. This provides appropriate conditions (lighting, furniture, and Internet) for performing the tests.
(vii) The user tests were recorded using the software tool MORAE (software tool designed to ease the process of usability evaluation and data analysis; the characteristics of the tool are described in the following URL: https://www.techsmith.com/morae.html), which facilitated the subsequent analysis of interactions since no information is lost. The recordings were distributed among evaluators so that, if possible, they could analyze the same number of records.
(viii) In the different CUEM, the collaborative activities were conducted virtually since the evaluators were distributed geographically.
(ix) Responsible for conducting user testing was the supervising evaluator, so other evaluators did not participate in the process of observing the actions of users on the evaluated transactional website.
(x) The hardware device (personal computer) used by users during the execution of test methods has the following specifications: Dell XPS L421X, Intel5 Core6 i5-3317U CPU @ 1.70 GHz, RAM 4 GB, anf 64-bit operating system.
(xi) The software used for the execution of test methods is as follows: Windows 7 Home Premium OS and Google Chrome browser. Table 2 presents a summary of the application of the CUEM in the transactional web area. 
Mobile Applications.
(i) The evaluated mobile application corresponds to a final system.
(iii) In the methods of evaluation (inspection and test), the group of evaluators consisted of 4-5 people. In general, the profile of the evaluators meets one or more of the following aspects: high experience in the use of mobile devices with touch technology, medium/high experience in heuristic evaluations (only in the case of heuristic evaluation), and researchers of various issues related to usability, knowledge of the basic features of a mobile application, and experience in the design and application of mobile applications.
(iv) For heuristic evaluation, the heuristics used, defined in [25] , are specific to evaluating mobile applications supported on devices with touch technology.
(v) Inspection methods were performed on site (work environment) of each evaluator. For this reason, each evaluation was performed in different conditions related to the hardware device (Smartphone) used, (Android, iOS, Windows Phone) OS, connectivity (data network or Wi-Fi), and lighting.
(vi) In developing the CUEM, it was suggested to the evaluators and users to be at rest to avoid distractions and difficulties when entering data on the mobile device.
(vii) In the test methods, software tool was not used (installed on the device) to record user actions in the mobile application. The tool used for recording user actions was the close observation by the supervising evaluator. It is noteworthy that the tests were recorded by video camera to record comments, impressions, and attitudes of users as well as the discussions established with the supervising evaluator. The recordings were distributed among evaluators, so that, if possible, all would analyze the same amount of information.
(viii) Collaborative activities were conducted virtually since the evaluators were distributed geographically.
(ix) The place where the tests were performed (University of Cauca-Colombia) is easily accessible to users. This provides appropriate conditions (lighting, furniture, and Internet) for performing the tests.
(x) Responsible for conducting user testing was the supervising evaluator, so other evaluators did not participate in the process of observing the actions of users on the evaluated mobile application.
(xi) In the test methods, the mobile device (Smartphone) used by users was a Samsung Galaxy S4. Table 3 presents a summary of the application of the CUEM in the area of mobile applications.
After running the CUEM on the various interactive systems, the results were analyzed. For the analysis of results, a set of metrics was defined, which are described in the following section.
Metrics Description
Identifying Metrics.
For the analysis of the results obtained in the execution of the CUEM, it is necessary to define a set of metrics to objectively measure the results. To do this, after a process of observation and revision of the literature, a series of metrics was obtained which were grouped in the following characteristics: detection of usability issues, human resource, equipment, time, and tasks.
After defining the preliminary set of metrics, a survey was developed to identify, based on experience and knowledge of an expert group, the most relevant metrics to perform the analysis of results. The survey was developed using the SUS (System Usability Scale) system [26] , so that each question has five answer choices. Thus, a consensus was carried out among 11 participants with experience in the usability evaluation of interactive systems (that perform at least 3 assessments per year).
Metrics Selection.
Once the survey results were collected and processed (including averages and standard deviation), Advances in Human-Computer Interaction 7 Table 4 : Description of the metrics to consider in the analysis of the CUEM.
Metric Description Interpretation
Characteristic: detection of usability issues
Total number of identified issues (TII) This metric is the total amount of usability issues identified in the evaluated system.
The more usability issues are identified; the metric value is closer to 1.
Number of critical issues (NCI)
This metric corresponds to the number of critical issues identified in the evaluated system.
The more critical issues are identified; the metric value is closer to 1.
Number of frequent issues (NFI)
This metric corresponds to the number of frequent issues identified in the evaluated system.
The more frequent issues are detected; the metric value is closer to 1.
Characteristic: time
Time required to complete the planning phase (TPP)
This metric corresponds to the time taken to perform the activities that constitute the planning phase.
The less time used to perform the activities of the planning stage, the better. It must be defined: TPPc = 1 -TPP, to define relation: less (time) -more (value).
Time required to complete the implementation phase (TIP)
This metric corresponds to the time taken to perform the activities that constitute the implementation phase.
The less time used to perform the activities of the implementation phase, the better. It must be defined: TIPc = 1 -TIP, to define relation: less (time) -more (value).
Time required to complete the analysis of results phase (TAP)
This metric is the time taken to complete the analysis of results phase.
The less time used to analyze the results, the better. It must be defined: TAPc = 1 -TAP, to define relation: less (time) -more (value).
the most relevant metrics were selected as their highest averages. The selected metrics belong to the following characteristics: detection of usability issues, human resources, and time. However, in the analysis between the CUEM, the metrics generated by native methods must be taken into account, so the human resource metrics characteristic is not considered as criteria for discriminating between CUEM under study. The reason is that these metrics are not related to the method itself, but a test session in which this is used. For example, the number of people involved in the execution of a method (metric quantity involved) should not be a criterion for comparing among several CUEM because this would assign a value to a metric that is not generated by the method itself. Table 4 presents the description of the selected metrics. The selected metrics correspond to base (or direct) measures, and this indicates that they do not depend on any other measure [26] . Metrics which belong to the characteristic of detection of usability issues are associated with a type of absolute scale [27] , since there is only one possible way of measuring: counting; while the metrics of the time characteristic are associated with a type of scale ratio [27] , which has a fixed point of reference: zero (no value may be less than zero). However, once measured, the metric values are not between 0 and 1 (exceeding 1), meaning a table must be used for "normalization" to bring them to a range of values between 0 and 1. After normalizing the values, the metrics generate a real number between 0 and 1. Thus, metrics provide positive evidence if the values are close to 1. It is noteworthy that, for metrics whose "good" values are close to zero (in the case of time), it would be necessary to perform a calculation like c = 1 − . so when value ( ) of the metric is closer to zero, complementary value ( c ) is closer to 1 so that all the metrics can be brought to values with a positive (or increasing) direction.
Analysis of Results
Based on the application of the CUEM on application areas under study, and considering the evaluation conditions under which these were executed, we have the following comparative analysis of results. Firstly, the metrics that belong to the characteristic of detection of usability issues are analyzed, and, secondly, those related to the characteristic of time are analyzed. Regarding the measurement methods, this did not include software tools to automate them. To obtain the measurement metrics, a manual count was performed from an observational monitoring during the application of the UEM (recordings, guide documents, etc.).
Detection of Usability Issues.
The values of the TII, NCI, and NFI metrics are not between 0 and 1, so normalization tables were used (not presented in the paper due to extension restrictions). In the case of the TII metric for each application area, the normalization table takes as a reference value the number of issues identified in the heuristic evaluation. Similarly, normalization tables for NCI and NFI metrics use as reference values the amount of critical and frequent issues identified in the heuristic evaluation. Below the analysis of the TII metric is presented. Table 5 presents the normalized measurements of the TII metric according to the application areas under study.
Total Number of Identified Issues (TII).
According to Table 5 , the heuristic evaluation and constructive interaction helped identify the largest number of usability issues in the interactive systems studied, since, in these methods, the systems are evaluated in a global manner. That is, the evaluators (in the heuristic evaluation) and the pairs of users (constructive interaction) freely explore all the features offered by the system, significantly increasing the number of detected issues. The results of Table 5 confirm the good references from the heuristic evaluation, so this method is appropriate to evaluate different interactive systems. However, it should be noted that it is highly necessary to have a set of specific heuristics for evaluating interactive systems.
Regarding the constructive interaction, it is noteworthy that, in each application, area it detected (on average) a percentage higher or equal to 80% of the issues identified in the heuristic evaluation. These positive results could be caused by this method of testing, being carried out more naturally by the pair of users as they verbalize their impressions together. Based on the above, the constructive interaction is appropriate for the overall evaluation of interactive systems.
On the other hand, there are the other methods: coaching, formal experiments, and cognitive walkthrough, which use a list of specific tasks to perform in the system; for this reason, the number of detected issues is minimized (compared to methods that do an overall evaluation) as these correspond only to the features that have been evaluated. Among the aforementioned methods, the coaching method identified the largest number of issues in two areas of application under study. The positive results obtained in the coaching method are due to the fact that the evaluator (or coach) can control the course of the test, in order to discover the information requirements of the users in the target system, considering the critical usability issues identified previously in performed inspection methods (in this case the heuristic evaluation). In general, the coaching method allowed identifying the most issues among those using a list of specific tasks, which is why this is a candidate for forming one of the CUEM combinations.
The methods, constructive interaction and coaching, are possibly carried out in a context that is not realistic, since, for example, in an iTV or mobile applications setting, two users do not interact simultaneously with an application (via remote or mobile device). However, they are methods that work well and allow collecting good data on subjective perceptions of users, since they feel more confident to express their views out loud. In that sense, in different application areas than those studied here, these methods could obtain more appropriate results compared to other "classical" methods on the subject of usability evaluation.
Regarding the methods of inquiry, interviews and questionnaires, these did not identify a significant number of issues; moreover, through the questionnaires, usability issues were not detected. This is because in these methods the questions are directed to information on the subjective satisfaction of the users; thus, the number of usability issues identified is significantly reduced. However, these methods of interrogation are a good complement to other test methods for additional information. For example, in the case of the questionnaires from consolidated statistical results (calculated based on the responses of users), it is possible to obtain information on the subjective satisfaction of users.
In summary, according to the results of the metrics associated with the characteristic of detection of usability issues, the methods of constructive interaction and coaching, despite having a considerable degree of subjectivity, show positive results over formal experiments, which may indicate that appropriate results (feedback) are obtained with evaluation methods that promote direct interaction with users.
Time.
The values of the TPP, TIP, and TAP metrics are not between 0 and 1, so a normalization table is used to bring them to values between 0 and 1. Also, the complement must be calculated to define the relationship: less (time) − more (value). Below, the analysis of the TAP metric is presented. Table 6 presents the normalized measures of the TAP metric according to application areas under study.
Time Required to Complete the Stage of Analysis of Results (TAP).
According to Table 6 , the interviews, questionnaires, and cognitive walkthrough required the least amount of time for result analysis. Therefore, the average time spent by the evaluators analyzing and interpreting the data collected (such as recordings, consolidated results of the questionnaires, and annotations in guide documents) is relatively low. Regarding the interviews in the transactional web and mobile applications areas, it is worth mentioning that the short time taken in the analysis of results was not necessarily related to the characteristics of the method but to the limited availability of the evaluators to participate in the suggested collaborative activities.
The interviews and questionnaires allow obtaining additional information (qualitative and quantitative) to the execution of other test methods; however, these interrogation methods can identify a limited number of issues because they are focused on information about the subjective satisfaction of users (experience with the system, perspectives, impressions preferences, etc.). However, given the positive results in the metrics associated with the characteristic of time, the interrogation methods (interviews and questionnaires) are well suited to complement the performance of other test methods, because their preparation, execution, and analysis do not demand a significant amount of time.
The time spent on analysis activities is subject to the amount of information collected and amount of usability issues identified. In this regard, if a significant number of issues are identified, it takes evaluators longer to analyze each one. Given the above, other methods with positive results regarding the TAP metrics are the coaching and constructive interaction methods, since the time of data analysis (test records) is directly related to the duration of the records (evaluators need to visualize the user interaction with the system and then make the respective analysis and interpretation of the actions). This corresponds to the methods mentioned above which also yielded positive results in the TIP metric.
Furthermore, the methods that require more time when analyzing the results (due to their low grades, as shown in Table 6 ) are heuristic evaluation and formal experiments. On one hand, heuristic evaluations used a considerable period of time in which the evaluators made their contributions based on the analysis of information (ranked in criticality, severity, and frequency); they identified positive elements of the systems evaluated, among other activities. On the other hand, during the formal experiments (slowest method in the stage of analysis of results), evaluators analyzed the actions performed by users in each of the proposed tasks, the time taken in achieving each task, and cases of failure, among other information, which required each evaluator to devote a significant amount of time.
Regarding the testing methods, the time devoted to the analysis of results depends on the number of users participating in the evaluations. Moreover, the average time spent by the evaluators depends largely on the way the information is distributed among them. On the other hand, the results obtained in this metric might indicate that collaborative work contributes in a good way to the time required analyzing the information collected in the application of the CUEM. This is because the information is distributed among several people (group of evaluators) which reduces the time and effort spent by the head of the evaluation; additionally, the analysis of information would not be limited to the perception of just one person. Furthermore, it could be estimated that combinations of proposed thinklets allow obtaining positive experiences in the time required to obtain a series of contributions by the evaluators.
The times involved in each method can be determinant to choose one of these over the other, especially when time is scarce, which occurs in most cases. Therefore, the results of the metrics associated with the characteristic of time will support the identification of the CUEM, which will form the following combinations of methods.
Proposing CUEM Combinations
Discussion.
The implementation and analysis of results of the CUEM made in the application areas under study (iTV, transactional web, and mobile applications), as well as comparative analysis between them, have allowed to propose a series of combinations of evaluation methods (for inspection and testing).
The most common way to do usability evaluations is to combine inspection methods with test methods, depending on the scenario presented [7, 13] . In this regard, combinations of CUEM must include at least one of the methods of inspection and one of the usability testing methods.
First, regarding inspection methods, the heuristic evaluation identifies a number of usability issues through inspections of the evaluated system [28] ; their ability to find issues at different levels (major and minor) and that breach various usability principles support this inclusion. Regarding the cognitive walkthrough, considering the characteristic of detection of usability issues and time, this did not present remarkable qualifications in any of the two characteristics except in the TAP metric, since it employed (on average) the third least amount of time in the analysis of results. Based on the above, the positive results regarding the detection of usability issues favor the heuristic evaluation. For this reason, this inspection method will be part of the combinations as the first of the methods to be performed.
The heuristic evaluation stands out for its ability to help find problems, while its disadvantage is the influence of the system domain [29] . Evaluators can have high experience in this type of evaluation, but if they do not know the business rules or do not have a set of specific heuristics, several usability issues may not be identified. Another important advantage of the heuristic evaluation is its ease of execution compared to other inspection methods [30] ; however, a major disadvantage is the time required for execution and analysis of results. In this work, just 2 inspection methods were considered, but the literature raises the capabilities of the heuristic evaluation over other methods, besides being the most used inspection method for detecting problems [3] .
Second, regarding the testing methods, the evaluation methodology must include at least one of the methods that perform direct user interaction with the system, that is, formal experiments, constructive interaction, or coaching. This aspect will be discussed later on.
Among the test methods, which do not consider direct interaction with the system, are interviews and questionnaires. These interrogation methods allowed identifying problems related to the design, navigation, and other aspects of the systems evaluated, in addition to information related to the subjective satisfaction of users after interacting with the system. This last feature is key when proposing possible combinations of CUEM, because such interrogation methods work to complement test methods that perform direct interaction with the system. In addition to the above, interviews and questionnaires are appropriate to complementing the execution of other test methods as their preparation, execution, and analysis do not require a significant amount of time.
Considering the above, the discussion will focus on defining the intermediate test methods to be performed to get as much relevant information about the usability of the evaluated interactive system as possible (considering reasonable times and obtaining significant issues). This is because it has been established that the initial method is the heuristic evaluation and the final methods are the interviews and/or questionnaires.
In each of the application areas under study, the formal experiments, constructive interaction, and coaching method have allowed to confirm, in general, critical issues identified in the heuristic evaluation, in addition to finding some other problems (see Tables 1, 2 , and 3). However, there are some marked differences like the following. The tests conducted in different application areas indicate that the constructive interaction found more usability issues than other test methods, and it also allowed to empirically confirm the most critical issues identified in the heuristic evaluations. Now, formal experiments and the coaching method also achieved the same as the constructive interaction, but on a smaller scale. Between the two methods mentioned above, the coaching method identified a greater number of issues in two application areas under study (transactional web and mobile applications). In general terms, the coaching method identified the most issues between those that used a list of specific tasks. Therefore, it would be appropriate to use this method when the objective is to evaluate a number of specific tasks or functions of a system.
Regarding the characteristic of time for the 3 test methods mentioned above, the results obtained indicate that the coaching and constructive interaction require less time than formal experiments. Constructive interaction does not need task design for completion, while formal experiments and the coaching method themselves do need it, which increases the time spent in the preparation of such methods. Now, formal experiments demand more time in the stage of analysis of results mainly due to the statistical studies performed and the analysis of user actions on each task, among other activities. Thus, constructive interaction and coaching method stand out between the methods which include direct interaction between the user and the evaluated system.
Another important factor when proposing combinations of methods consists of the scope of the evaluation, that is, the system functionalities to be evaluated. Constructive interaction is not limited to a pair of users to focus on specific features of the system; on the contrary, it allows a complete analysis of these, for which many more usability issues are detected than in formal experiments and the coaching method. Clearly, the same does not happen with formal experiments and the coaching method. The list of tasks associated with these methods restricts the interaction to the parts where the design tasks suggest, which is not a disadvantage but obviously does not allow a full (global) evaluation of the system,but of a set of specific areas or features. It is noteworthy that the list of tasks associated with the coaching method is more flexible than in formal experiments, since the evaluator (or coach) can control the course of the test depending on how the user completes the proposed tasks.
Based on the arguments presented above, 3 combinations of CUEM have been proposed which can be useful, depending on the objectives of the evaluation. Such combinations are presented below.
CUEM Combinations
Global Evaluation: High Detection of Issues.
This combination is focused on analyzing a system completely and includes the following methods: heuristic evaluation + constructive interaction + interviews. This combination is expected to work correctly when a global type analysis is required, in which a number of usability issues will be identified, both by the evaluators and by the analysis of the interaction of representative users. The interviews, as a method of supplementary interrogation, will allow additional/supplemental information about user perceptions regarding the target system, which would also be possible to confirm critical issues identified by the two methods previously conducted.
In this evaluation, the constructive interaction has within its advantages the ability to obtain results involving few (6 or more) representative users. This is based on the expression of the impressions of users while performing the interaction. Working the users in pairs increases the fluidity of comments; therefore, a greater number of usability problems can be identified. An important factor is also the time, as the constructive interaction requires less time than formal experiments for preparation and analysis of results. Moreover, constructive interaction identifies the reasons/causes of the issues, which is a major advantage as it helps in confirming critical issues identified in the heuristic evaluation. 
Specific Evaluation: Time Reduction.
This combination is directed to evaluate certain scenarios or functionalities of a system, and it includes the following methods: heuristic evaluation + coaching method + questionnaires. This combination, the only one evaluated between the 3 combinations proposed, turns out to be very useful to evaluate specific functionalities because the information obtained by the coaching method allows detecting issues at those points where the user requests help/information to the evaluator (coach). That is, at the points where there is communication between the user and coach, it is very likely that there is a need for information in the system. As for the evaluation of this combination, the specific evaluation obtained more appropriate results than a series of methods proposed by experts, given a specific scenario of evaluation (see Section 9) . In this combination of CUEM, the heuristic evaluation identifies design issues or details of presentation that can impede the progress of users to perform a task. Via the coaching method, it is possible to identify the differences between the conceptual model of the system and the mental model of users. In this method, the test users perform the tasks requested following their mental model, which, in many cases, generates differences due to improper modelling of the system, which prevents or hinders users from performing the tasks.
Evaluation Focused on Specific Tasks: No Time Restrictions.
This combination aims to analyze specific tasks of an interactive system, and it includes the following methods: cognitive walkthrough + formal experiments + questionnaires. In this combination, the three methods provide important features, but it is the formal experiments that make a difference to the specific evaluation. The formal experiments allow efficient analysis of the tasks of interest. They have a good level of objectivity and adequately complement the questionnaires (pretest and posttest), which also have good objectivity and allow for quantitative information. In this way, when the 3 methods that make this combination are performed, it is estimated that the information obtained on the usability of the tasks would be completely objective. However, this combination should be used when the available time is high.
By implementing this combination of CUEM, accurate information about the usability of a set of specific tasks will be obtained, because inspections will be performed by expert evaluators, statistical analysis can be performed based on user actions through formal experiments, and, finally, information will be obtained on subjective perceptions (qualitative and quantitative) of representative users.
Applicability of the CUEM Combinations.
The combinations of CUEM proposals can be carried out in virtually any stage of the development cycle of an interactive system, although it would probably better suited in the early stages, when a functional prototype (not necessarily a final version) permits testing with actual users. It is suggested that the evaluated system has some degree of progress or functionality to enable experts to evaluate it better and obtain more complete results.
On the other hand, according to usability evaluations conducted in the areas of iTV, transactional web, and mobile applications, a number of components susceptible to a usability evaluation have been identified. Based on related work [31] , Tables 7 and 8 present a set of software and hardware components that may be in different types of interactive systems. In this regard, the combinations of methods may be used to evaluate the usability of interactive systems that include any of the hardware and software components listed in the tables.
The hardware interfaces, like any physical device, allow us to interact with them. Examples include elevator panels and ATMs. It should be noted that these physical systems are complete interactive systems with a large set of components and a software part. Based on the above, the hardware interfaces are classified into [31] operating system, browser, input/output devices, technical assistance, audio, indicators, and help and documentation. Thus, each category is divided into several components (see Table 8 ) to allow complete classification of an interactive hardware system in order to facilitate its evaluation.
These component classifications are not mutually exclusive; they are a complementary classification due to the hardware and software components of a system which may be in a concrete interactive system.
Preliminary Evaluation of the CUEM Combination: Specific Evaluation
The specific evaluation combination was evaluated considering social networks as an area of application. First, a survey was conducted to identify, based on the experience and knowledge of a group of experts, the most appropriate combination of UEM to use in a specific scenario of evaluation. Then, secondly, the CUEM comprising the combination suggested by the experts were executed. Thirdly, the specific evaluation combination was performed according to the scenario of evaluation. Finally, in fourth place, the results of evaluations were compared to determine if the proposed combination allows obtaining better results than the methods suggested by the experts. Table 9 presents the percentage of votes obtained on the consulted UEM. The survey was filled out by 13 participants, who have high-level expertise about usability evaluation of interactive systems and user-centered design.
Expert Consensus.
According to the results shown in Table 9 , the UEM with higher percentages of votes ar: cognitive walkthrough, thinkaloud, and questionnaires. Therefore, these methods were executed and then the results were compared with those obtained in the specific evaluation combination. Table 10 presents, in short, information about the application of the CUEM (suggested by experts and those that comprise the specific evaluation) in social networks area. Table 11 presents the measurements of the metrics associated with the characteristic detection of usability issues.
CUEM Application Summary.
Comparative Analysis of Results
Detection of Usability Issues.
First, regarding the inspection methods implemented, the heuristic evaluation identified a greater number of issues (30) compared to the cognitive walkthrough (18) . Due to the nature of the heuristic evaluation to evaluate different aspects of a system, 7 problems were identified that are not entirely related to the analyzed functionalities. Thus, considering the scenario of evaluation, the heuristic evaluation identified a total of 23 problems. Similarly, in the cognitive walkthrough, 2 issues were detected that are not related to the evaluated functionalities, so it is considered that this method identified a total of 16 usability issues. In this sense, regarding the TII metric, the heuristic evaluation allowed the detection of 7 additional issues compared to the cognitive walkthrough. The cognitive walkthrough is highly subjected to the experience of the evaluators as these require knowledge and skills to detect learning issues associated with the functionalities or tasks evaluated. In contrast, the heuristic evaluation is easier to perform because it is subject to the heuristics used and detail on elements (subheuristics) that are part of the checklist. Based on the above, the heuristic evaluation would allow obtaining more complete information (and in an easier way) on the usability of an interactive software system compared to the cognitive walkthrough. Thus, the evaluation shows that the inspection method (heuristic evaluation) included in the combination specific evaluation allows obtaining appropriate results when it is focused on a set of specific tasks.
Second, regarding the testing methods, the coaching method identified a greater number of issues (highest value in the TII metric) compared to the think-aloud method. However, regarding the NCI and NFI metrics, the difference between these two methods is minimal. This suggests that both methods work properly confirming the system's critical issues previously identified by an inspection method. In this regard, other aspects are analyzed as shown below.
What the think-aloud and coaching methods have in common is that the user speaks their impressions during the interaction with the system through a list of previously designed tasks. Now, the evaluation process confirmed that the main problem of thinking aloud is that the user's verbalizations significantly interfere in the normal use of the system. Additionally, this method relies heavily on the spontaneity of the user to express all of their impressions while performing the suggested tasks. Thus, the coaching method overcomes these disadvantages, since a more "normal" conversation with the user is set during application. However, the drawback is that, generally, it is not two users who are interacting with the system. The positive point is that the feedback obtained by the coaching method poses a greater detection of issues, since the evaluator (who assumes the role of the coach) has greater control over the development of the tests, emphasizing on tasks that could not be completed successfully. Considering the above, it is estimated that the feedback obtained with the coaching method is of significant relevance compared to records obtained by the think-aloud method. In that sense, the evaluation shows that the test method (coaching) included in the specific evaluation combination would allow the analysis and more appropriate interpretations of the actions and impressions of users, which could identify a greater amount of usability issues.
From the inspection methods implemented, it is noted that the heuristic evaluation can be performed at a low cost, depending on the number of "expert" evaluators performing the process (3 to 5 as suggested to detect most usability issues). For this reason, the cost would be lower than other CUEM, which require end users to be performed. On the other hand, regarding test methods, it is important to note that the coaching method got one of the lowest percentages of votes according to Table 9 , while think-aloud obtained the highest percentage of votes. This indicates that the coaching method is not commonly used in practice, so the obtained results prove the adequate function of this method and promote its use.
Finally, in third place, the questionnaires did not detect usability issues; however, they obtained additional information on the subjective satisfaction of the users regarding the use and tasks of the system. This reveals that this interrogation method works as a good complement for the test methods to capture quantitative and qualitative data.
Time.
Regarding the characteristic of time in the area of social networks, the collaborative activities that make up the executed CUEM were made virtually (using shared documents in Google Docs) because the evaluators were distributed geographically. Therefore, contributions by the evaluators were collected over a considerable period of time (4 days on average). Table 12 presents an approximation of the time spent (in minutes) by group participants to perform the activities that comprise the stages of planning, implementation, and analysis of results of the executed CUEM.
Overall, regarding the methods of inspection, the cognitive walkthrough used less time than the heuristic evaluation. For example, the TPP is the metric that shows the greatest difference between these two methods, since planning the heuristic evaluation includes some activities that require a little more time (close-up of the evaluated system, selection of appropriate specific heuristics, and development of the guide document for the evaluators). Based on the above, the cognitive walkthrough should be selected if the time for evaluation is limited; however, the time taken for planning the heuristic evaluation could be reduced because the current literature has proposed a number of specific heuristics to evaluate different interactive systems (using the methodology defined in [32] ), such as virtual worlds [33] , transactional web applications [24] , and grid computing applications [34] . Thus, if the system to evaluate corresponds to any of the above, it is estimated that planning is less delayed and the possibility of identifying a greater number of usability issues increases (no need for high-level experts). Now, regarding the testing methods, the TPP metric presents the largest difference between the coaching method and think-aloud method, benefiting the latter. This is mainly because, in the coaching method (as defined in the collaborative specification for this method), the supervising evaluator (which assumes the role of the coach) plans a specific scenario for evaluation and becomes familiar with the sequence of actions associated with the tasks to be performed by the user, then asking about those actions which are performed during the test. On the other hand, regarding the TAP metric, in the coaching method, the analysis of a test session would require less time because the evaluators focus on the actions that the user could not complete in achieving a task.
As for the questionnaires, as an interrogation method complementary to the test methods, these used the least amount of time during the stages, which form the evaluation process (planning, implementation, and analysis of results). In general, the preparation of questionnaires consists of only a few activities, as they have the information immediately, with which it is possible to quickly analyze user feedback.
Conclusions and Future Work
The Collaborative Usability Evaluation Methods (CUEM) attempt to strengthen collaboration between the different members of a group; that is, these methods promote communication, coordination, and cooperation in order to increase the productivity of the evaluators. The collaboration allows group members to unite intellectual efforts to find a common goal, which in this particular case is to evaluate the usability of interactive systems more accurately.
The conduction of a process designed collaboratively increases the possibility of more complete and rich in content results, compared to a process that does not include aspects of collaborative work. Through this research, a set of appropriate CUEM was identified to conduct in different application areas (interactive digital television, web), which can be performed in the traditional way (as defined), obtaining significant results. However, the conduction of these methods designed collaboratively allows more appropriate results regarding the number of identified usability issues and time spent on analysis of information, this considering the advantages of collaborative work.
In this work, a set of CUEM were performed on 3 areas of application, presenting the analysis of the results obtained based on a number of metrics. It is important to note that there is no "best method" and all have strengths and weaknesses and are focused to assess specific aspects of usability, for that reason, according to [12] , combining them is the most appropriate procedure. Therefore, we propose three CUEM combinations according to different evaluation scenarios. This is a starting point that is considered relevant because, as stated in [10] , there are a variety of UEM but are necessary studies that compare and analyze their efficiency in different areas and application contexts, from the viewpoint of formative usability.
On one hand, traditional (noncollaborative) UEM do not define clearly and specifically roles and responsibilities for the different actors involved in the evaluation process. In this research, the CUEM provide a sequence of well-defined activities, specification deliverables, description of the different participants in the evaluation process, and specification of the communication process between participants. On the other hand, the documentation (guidelines) about how to conduct collaborative usability evaluations of interactive systems is scarce. The results we present may help usability practitioners and/or persons responsible for the usability evaluation process of interactive software systems.
The CUEM combinations would cover the most critical points for the measurement of usability with an acceptable level of accuracy. First, they include at least an inspection method and a testing method. Second, they include methods which perform quantitative and qualitative, objective and subjective, and global and specific evaluation of the system. Therefore, it is possible to say that they are covering all the necessary factors to extensively evaluate the usability of an interactive software system.
In the first two proposed combinations (global and specific evaluation), the methods, constructive interaction and coaching, are possibly carried out in a context that is not realistic, since, for example, in an atmosphere of iTV or mobile applications, two users would not simultaneously interact with an application (via remote or mobile device). However, they are methods that work well and allow collecting good data on subjective perceptions of users, since they feel more confident to express their views out loud. Whereupon, in different application areas than those studied in this research, these methods could obtain more appropriate results compared to other "classical" methods on the topic of usability evaluation (i.e., think-aloud).
Findings from the evaluation process with the combination of CUEM are as follows: specific evaluation has been successful in the sense that it allowed the detection of a greater number of issues regarding a combination suggested by people with experience in usability evaluations of interactive systems. The test method (coaching), which is part of the specific evaluation, has confirmed a good number of the critical issues identified by the inspection method (heuristic evaluation). How that information is obtained is different compared to other test methods; the important thing is that it has complied with expectations. Now, with respect to the time factor, the specific evaluation combination employs more time in the planning stage than the combination suggested by experts; however, the time spent in the execution and analysis of results did not show a significant difference.
In the metrics related to the characteristic of time, it is debatable whether a "small" value is a positive fact, as it could doubt the quality of the deliverables generated in each activity. Similarly, the performance speed of the stages of an evaluation method (planning, implementation, and analysis of results) is not a value in itself without ensuring a minimum quality in the results derived from them. For this reason, the supervising evaluator (role defined in the collaborative specification of the CUEM) is responsible for ensuring a certain degree of quality in the results/deliverables obtained.
The combinations of CUEM were proposed considering the characteristics of detection of usability issues and time, in the evaluation methods executed. A set of metrics corresponding to each of these characteristics was studied to observe the behavior of the CUEM studied in different application areas. As for future work, if it is desired to propose additional combinations of CUEM considering other factors/characteristics, it would be convenient to implement a process like the one conducted in this case, which basically consists of studying the behavior of the CUEM based on the new factor defined in different application areas. On the other hand, it would be interesting to have one or more metrics associated with the impact of collaboration in the process of using the analyzed evaluation methods.
Given that only one combination of CUEM was evaluated (specific evaluation), as future work, the combinations global evaluation and evaluation focused on specific tasks are yet to be evaluated through specific case studies. Additionally, we intend to experimentally validate the three combinations in other application areas.
In this work, the usability facet has been considered as the core. We would like to extend the scope of the research, switching from "combinations of methods for collaborative evaluation of the usability" to "combinations of methods for collaborative evaluation of the user experience." Thus, for further work, it would be appropriate to include (or combine) elements of other facets, such as emotional, multiculturalism, and playability, to the collaborative specification of the UEM.
